Hohlraums convert the laser energy at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) into X-ray energy to compress and implode a fusion capsule, creating fusion. The Static X-ray Imager (SXI) diagnostic collects time-integrated images of hohlraum wall X-ray illumination patterns viewed through the laser entrance hole (LEH). NIF image processing algorithms calculate the size and location of the LEH opening from the SXI images. Images obtained come from different experimental categories and camera setups and occasionally do not contain applicable or usable information. Unexpected experimental noise in the data can also occur where affected images should be removed and not run through the processing algorithms. Current approaches to try and identify these types of images are done manually and on a case-bycase basis, which can be prohibitively time-consuming. In addition, the diagnostic image data can be sparse (missing segments or pieces) and may lead to false analysis results. There exists, however, an abundant variety of image examples in the NIF database. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been shown to work well with this type of data and under these conditions. The objective of this work was to apply transfer learning and fine tune a pre-trained CNN using a relatively small-scale dataset (~1500 images) and determine which instances contained useful image data. Experimental results are presented that show that CNNs can readily identify useful image data while filtering out undesirable images. The CNN filter is currently being used in production at the NIF.
INTRODUCTION
The National Ignition Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is an inertial confinement fusion (ICF) facility housing the largest and most energetic laser system ever constructed 1 .One of the goals of the NIF is to achieve ignition, by creating a self-sustaining fusion reaction. To do this the NIF aligns an array of 192 high power laser beamlines onto a cylindrical shaped hohlraum containing a fusion target the size of a BB pellet. The extreme heat and temperature conditions caused by the convergence of the laser beams on the hohlraum compress the pellet, creating fusion.
The complexity and high-energy conditions of the NIF system require frequent and precise measurements of its many components. Inside the target chamber alone there are dozens of diagnostics that are used to monitor the hohlraum environment. To maximize the efficiency of shot analysis time, automated analysis of these diagnostics is essential.
The Static X-ray Imager (SXI) diagnostic takes time-integrated images of X-ray illumination patterns of the hohlraum wall viewed through the laser entrance hole (LEH) during a shot 2 . Automated NIF image processing algorithms can use the information in these images for beam pointing implementation as well as LEH size calculation. However, the SXI diagnostic produces a wide variety of image data, not all of which should be run through the automated processing algorithms. Currently, almost all images are analyzed automatically. Only images that are extremely off normal (blank or very little image content) are removed. There are many other images that may have some image content but are not pertinent to the processing algorithms and need to also be removed. Due to the variety of shot experiments the SXI diagnostic is used on, these images sometimes contain information that is not useful or applicable to beam pointing or LEH size calculations. The images can produce erroneous calculations that may be used by researchers in the future without the knowledge of the potential bad quality of the results.
Current approaches in the NIF automated analysis team mainly use engineered features or image processing techniques to perform much of the diagnostic analysis. This paper describes an exploratory work to see if deep learning techniques can also be used to avoid some or all of the manual analysis. One set of deep learning algorithms known as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has been proven to be highly accurate in classifying hundreds of everyday as well as niche objects 3 . The challenge in this project was to use these pretrained CNNs to classify SXI diagnostic images using the method of transfer learning.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
During a shot, laser energy is converted into X-ray energy as the laser beams interact with the hohlraum walls. The Xrays heat up and compress the target capsule while also heating the hohlraum itself. It is important to monitor the relationship between the x-radiation drive and the capsule in order to validate simulations and verify that the hohlraum is working as intended 4 .
The x-radiation drive is monitored using a X-ray spectrometer that has no spatial resolution. To calculate the amount of x-radiation power coming from inside the hohlraum, the size of the hohlraum aperture (or LEH), and the fraction of measured X-ray illumination coming from the aperture must be known. These two important quantities are derived from X-ray images acquired by the SXI-Upper diagnostic. The dataset of images used in this study was produced by this diagnostic.
SXI-Upper is a pinhole camera that uses either a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera or an image plate to capture an image of the X-ray illumination coming from the LEH 2 . The experimental arrangement and a sample SXI-Upper image are show in Figure 1 below. The mirror image in Figure 1 uses a multilayer mirror and thin filter to capture a soft X-ray image centered at 870 eV. This channel is used to calculate the fraction of x-radiation coming from inside the aperture.
The left and right pinhole images in Figure 1 are hard X-ray images (3 -5 keV) with weaker and stronger filters. From shot to shot the intensity of the x-radiation can vary. Having views at two different filtering levels helps get clear observations of high or low intensity shots. Either of these images can be used to calculate the size of the LEH opening.
OBJECTIVE AND DATA

Problem and Data Examples
For the purposes of this paper the left and right pinhole images-not the mirror channel image-are of main interest. The objective of this work is to determine if a given SXI image contains enough good information for an LEH size calculation to be successful. To do this, the left or right pinhole image must be visible, detectable, and its circular shape not obscured by noise. Figure 2 shows the types of images that are considered good quality SXI images. The LEH analysis algorithm uses a Hough circle transform to calculate the size and location of the LEH. If the pinhole images are extremely saturated or misshapen due to noise, then the image should be prevented from running through LEH size analysis (Figure 3a ). Other times, images are blank or the pinhole images are not visible (Figures 3b and 3c ). These images are considered bad quality SXI images.
In addition, the SXI diagnostic is used on non-hohlraum shots as well ( Figure 4 ). Non-hohlraum shots produce a myriad of image data that should not be analyzed by the LEH size calculation, so these images should also be removed. Nonhohlraum shots are considered poor quality SXI images in terms of classification.
Dataset
The dataset contains 1488 images from NIF shots taken from 2011 through 2018. Each image was collected on a 2k x 2k pixel CCD or image plate. The images were rotated to the correct orientation and background-subtracted, and were otherwise unprocessed. A NIF SXI diagnostic expert was consulted to help determine and label the quality of the image set. A few borderline images that were on the edge of producing erroneous LEH calculations (for example Figure 2c ) were labeled as good quality to minimize the potential for false negatives. The data set contained 973 good quality images and 515 bad quality images. 1266 images were used for training, 100 were used for validation, and 122 were used for testing. This resulted in data from the first 7 years being used for training and validation, and data from the latest 6 months was used for testing.
It was important to split the training and testing sets by time instead of shuffling all of the data, as there were different characteristics in the images depending on when they were recorded. For example, due to new experiment setups there are fusion shots performed now that produce LEH image conditions not seen in the data in the early years of SXI analysis. Keeping the most recent data in the test set confirmed that the CNN was learning the underlying features that distinguish a poor quality SXI image from a good quality one. This also confirmed that the CNN could generalize to new, unseen SXI images and wasn't simply memorizing the current SXI images. 
VGG-16 CNN ARCHITECTURE
It is possible to build and train a CNN to classify data using only in-house examples. However, it can be difficult to avoid overfitting when there is insufficient data to cover all conditions -as in the case of the SXI image database. Alternatively, researchers can and have used pretrained networks. Pretrained networks are CNNs that have been trained by powerful computers on largescale datasets (millions of images in some cases) in a related domain. The motivation is that a pretrained highly complex CNN can be fine tuned with in-house data to recognize the classes in other applications with minimal model optimization. This process is referred to as transfer learning.
There are many pretrained CNN architectures freely available online for researchers to use on their own projects. One popular architecture is called VGG-16. This architecture was chosen for SXI quality classification both for its high performance on the ImageNet validation database and the large amount of documentation available for it 5, 6 .
In a high-level view, VGG-16 can be looked at as a feature identifier and extractor for images. Each convolutional layer in VGG-16 is looking for features in its 2d input. The layer makes a feature map of its input and passes it through an activation function to be used as input to the next layer. By combining the features found in the previous layer, each layer looks for more and more complex features. The lower layers generally find basic geometric shapes while the higher layers learn to recognize class level features, such as types of cats or cars.
The VGG-16 model was pulled from the Keras version 2.0.9 toolbox. Transfer learning was used by fine tuning the VGG-16 network pretrained on the ImageNet database. The first layers are already well pretrained from ImageNet to find basic building blocks that are in all images, for example lines and polygons. Only the last few layers needed to be fine tuned to be receptive to SXI data.
The weights up until the last 4 layers of the convolutional part of VGG-16 were frozen. The last 4 convolutional layers were set to be trainable. The main changes made to the original architecture were adding in batch normalization and parametric rectified linear activation units (PReLUs) to the last 4 convolutional layers. Batch normalization was used to stabilize the distribution of the inputs from layer to layer. This allows the use of higher learning rates and reduced training time while improving classifier performance 7 . PReLUs were used over ReLUs as the slope of the negative part of the activation function is parametrized. This allows the negative slope to be adaptively learned in training with very little extra computational cost. PReLUs have been shown to give state of the art performance in deep CNNs 8 .
Lastly, the fully connected layer on top of the VGG-16 network was replaced with a global average pooling (GAP) layer. GAP takes the average of each feature map and feeds it directly into the softmax layer at the top of the CNN. The motivation for GAP is that its much lower parametric complexity reduces the risk of overfitting that fully connected layers have. GAP also averages out any spatial information in the final layer, which makes the CNN classifier more robust to spatial translations in the SXI images 9 . Figure 5 . Original VGG-16 architecture with changes indicated.
TRAINING
To match the input distribution and preprocessing of the images VGG-16 was pretrained on, the SXI images were preprocessed by resizing them to the nominal size of 224 x 224 pixels. Then the intensity values were also normalized to between 0 and 255 and the individual mean was subtracted.
Training and testing was done in the Keras 2.0.9 toolbox with Tensorflow 1.5.0 gpu backend. Categorical cross-entropy was used as the loss function. In binary classification cross-entropy is calculated as 8 :
Where p is the predicted probability of the observation coming from class 1 and y is the true label. Figure 6 . Cross-entropy loss for predicted probabilities when the true label is 1.
Cross-entropy loss gives high error to false predictions made with high confidence. For example if the image's true label is 1 and the classifier gives close to zero probability of it being in class 1, then it will incur a very high loss ( Figure 6 ). This encourages the CNN to self-correct on images it classifies erroneously. The network is trained by updating its weights in the direction that decreases the loss function (the error).
The network was trained by using stochastic gradient descent with Adam optimizer with no decay (beta 1 = 0.9, beta 2 = 0.999). The mini batch size was 16 and the learning rate was 3 x 10^-5 .
Data augmentation was applied at first, but did not lead to any significant performance improvements. This is probably due to the constrained nature of the SXI data. Each image is spatially registered and so affine augmentation such as translation or shearing does not have a helpful effect. GAP was also applied before the softmax layer, which makes the network more robust to spatial translations in the images. Because the images were captured precisely, zooming and rotation effects were minimized and so those types of data augmentation were not as helpful as well. In addition, brightness augmentation was not useful as the images are usually either bright enough to make out the LEH dimensions or are so dark they are unreadable.
Training was performed at the SIERRA cluster high-power computing center (third fastest supercomputer in the world) at LLNL on one NVIDIA Tesla P100 graphics card. With the P100 card each epoch took about 10s to run. The CNN was trained for 8 epochs as it reached 100% training accuracy at that point. Further training increased the validation loss and did not increase its accuracy ( Figure 7 ). Additionally, it is important to compare what data the new classifier removes compared to the previous setup. A comparison was done on the test set, which covers shots from the past 6 months. About 22% of the SXI data had low enough image quality that the LEH analysis would reject the image even before filtering with the CNN classifier. These are generally images that are blank or have no discernable features. However, usually the LEH analysis automatically runs and most (about 78%) of the SXI images used to be passed through and analyzed. Of those images that used to be passed through, about 15.7% of them are now being removed by the classifier. However, most of the extra shots being removed should be removed and are of bad quality. The currently removed images are 86.7% bad quality. The result is the false positive rate went from 35.7% to 3.7% and the false negative rate went from 6.7% to 4.2%.
RESULTS
PRODUCTION
The main goal of this project was to deliver a feasibility study to determine if deep learning could be applied to improve the automated analysis team at the NIF. Having met that goal, the classifier was put into production and is currently in use at the NIF system. It is being used in production as a data filter for SXI images (Figure 8 ). One important note here is that the classifier only removes data from the automated analysis pipeline and not the database itself. Due to the fact that the false negative rate is nonzero, the data is required to remain available for analysis. This allows scientists to manually access the data and run the LEH analysis for any SXI image if needed. Figure 8 . LEH analysis flowchart. Previously there was no filter and most SXI data went through LEH analysis. Now mainly good quality data is sent to be analyzed.
